FRIENDSHIP
When every step you take seems even shorter than the last
And you can’t foresee a future now for dwelling on your past
When every day ahead’s another question in your mind
You don’t know what is out there and you worry what you’ll find
When memories haunt the edges of your brain just out of view
And you know you must do something but you’re not sure what to do
When decisions seem like puzzles that you have no way to solve
The world has changed around you and you’re too slow to evolve
Then I will come and find you and I’ll take you by the hand
I’ll guide and stand beside you and I’ll make you understand
I’ll talk to you and listen ‘till we get it all worked out
I’ll lead you to your path again and banish any doubt
I’ll comfort and support you until you’re strong and whole
Help you see your future clear and strive for all your goals
It may take only moments or a year but until then
Lean on me and know that I am glad to be your friend
When others have abandoned you, just let them go their way
You never really needed such as they are anyway
You’ve hidden strength inside and now just need to draw it out
It’s trapped by indecision and that mantle of self-doubt
So don’t lose hope, just think of now as cold and dark of night
And pretty soon you’ll bounce back into warmth and blinding light
With these times far behind you, you’ll relish each new day
You have that power within you, but if it helps at all just say
Then I will come and find you and I’ll ease your troubled mind
I’ll tell you that it’s just a phase when fates have been unkind
And talk you through your problems to help you work them out
But you have all the answers and of that I have no doubt
Sometimes it takes a friendly face to tell your troubles to
Someone who will listen as you start to work it through
It may take only moments or a year but until then
Depend on me and know that I’m just glad to be your friend
One day into the future I too may need to learn
And then my friend you’ll see that day will also be my turn
To doubt and have confusion where clarity once ruled
You’re not alone in feeling this, so really don’t be fooled
We all have little weaknesses that fate can sometimes find
And then need reassurance from someone who’s true and kind
Today’s my turn to give and help you stand up straight and tall
But I know that in the future if you ever hear my call

FRIENDSHIP
Then you will come and find me and you’ll take me by the hand
You’ll guide and stand beside me and you’ll make me understand
You’ll talk to me and listen ‘till we get it all worked out
You’ll lead me to my path again of that I have no doubt
You’ll comfort and support me until I’m strong and whole
Help me see my future clear and strive for all my goals
It may take only moments or a year but until then
I know you’ll always be there and you’ll always be my friend

